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This text is from the original grant proposal from 2020. We have decided to share it with applicants for 
further information about the post, but our project has evolved from this description and we are 
expecting you to to develop it further along your interests. So please only use this as a reference, but 
not a constraint that defines your proposal. 

 

Introduction to INTENT 

Creative artificial intelligence is emerging as a powerful force in our culture, but its consequences are 
poorly understood and societal infrastructure lags behind. A public understanding of AI is needed. 
INTENT signifies a pioneering leap in research about AI through the systematic study of how creative 
AI is transforming our culture. We take a novel approach to the study of creative AI (Caramiaux et al. 
2019), where the impact of intelligent technologies on culture is investigated for the first time, through 
interdisciplinary practice-based research. Using music technologies for this research is ideal as they 
represent some of the most sophisticated technologies in all periods of human history, imposing a 
heightened design challenge compared with common industry standards (Buxton 1997), but critically 
because of people’s affection with music and its instruments. 

This project will transform creative AI studies by framing new music technologies as boundary objects 
(Star and Griesemer 1989; Borgdorff 2012) that enable a wide network of experts or “communities of 
practice” (Bowker & Star 2000) to partake in interdisciplinary research. We have developed and tested 
the Collaboration Interface Protocol (CIP), which enables participants from diverse fields to study 
creative AI from their own perspectives and research interests. Research in AI has typically been 
monocultural, lacking the reflective “why” questions, but we make inroads for the humanities to 
conduct a cultural critique and shape the public discourse of creative AI. The revolutionising vision of 
INTENT is to turn the focus onto ourselves and study how AI affects us: if the first wave of creative AI 
involved writing rules for machines (symbolic AI) and the current second wave teaches machines how 
to learn from examples (non-symbolic AI / machine learning), the third wave, as systematically 
launched with this project, is the study of humans as users of creative AI. 

INTENT will foster public understanding of AI. The pressing question in European AI research is: how 
do we build public trust in AI technologies? (e.g. AI-HLEG 2019). But trust builds on experience, 
familiarity and understanding. It is urgent to develop a new public discourse on creative AI but this 
cannot originate in isolated marketing departments of commercial software houses or individual 
university labs: it has to emerge from people’s actual experience! Through a collaborative 



methodology involving a range of other scientific fields we develop a new humanities-based theory of 
creative AI, build the foundations of a shared discourse and ethos around human-centred AI design, 
and define principles of ethical design of services and products. 

 

2.3. Objective 3 - Intelligent technologies in knowledge production 

The third objective is to apply the outcomes from WP1 and WP2 and build a toolkit around the use of 
musical (sonic) instruments as scientific instruments. In earlier tasks we used instruments to study the 
self and others, but here we apply them in the study of the world. We contribute tools and a theoretical 
framework to the digital humanities of how intelligent instruments can be used to produce new 
understanding of ourselves, society and knowledge. We focus on: a) scientific and digital humanities 
research with haptic sonification technologies; b) musicological use of audiovisual systems that 
represent sensor data from instruments in performance. 

The hypothesis is that interactive haptic intelligent instruments can give novel and alternative scientific 
insights when applied in the exploration of large data sets and high-dimensional data. The utility of 
sound in knowledge production extends beyond music. We will develop methods for exploration of 
data through navigation using multidimensional interfaces, augmented with haptic feedback and 
creative AI. Developing the digital humanities response to the impact of creative AI, we contribute with 
a discourse and taxonomy of creative AI. The research questions here are: 

Q3) How can intelligent instruments serve as epistemic tools for scientific enquiry? 

- How can creative AI benefit data display with haptic feedback and sonification?  

- How can we gain new knowledge of performance with data sonification of instruments? 

- How does AI change our notions of creativity? What is the ethical and aesthetic impact? 

 

3.3. Background to WP3 – Knowledge 

In WP3 we apply instruments and theoretical insights from WP1 and WP2 to the field of data display 
and digital humanities. Our intelligent instruments are ideal epistemic tools (Magnusson 2009) to 
conduct these experiments and we consider them equally powerful in the study of humans as in the 
study of the world. To mitigate risk, we will work on clearly defined experiments with digital humanities 
colleagues and CERN physicists that require concrete solutions, in addition to artistic work whose 
methods are more exploratory (Noë 2015; Rheinberger 2018; Schwab 2013; Borgdorff 2012). We will 
apply methods from HCI in participatory design, autobiographical design (Neustaedter & Sengers 
2012), user studies and data collection (e.g. surveys, think tanks, interviews) and artistic methods of 
knowledge production (studio work, experiments, symposia, dialogue, performance, exhibition, 
feedback). The team’s mixed background in software development, humanities and the arts will prove 
beneficial: in addition to HCI experience and musical work, the participatory methods of open source, 
sharing, collaborating and live coding (Magnusson 2014) are essential. We will contribute to software 
studies (Cox 2012; Fuller 2006; Mackenzie 2006), and develop the humanities response to creative AI. 
We will explore the aesthetics and ethics of intelligent instruments and how agency in creative AI is 
constructed through prisms such as sociology (Latour 2005), anthropomorphism (Boden 2006) and 
assemblage theory (DeLanda 2006). Due to the project’s grounding in artistic-research, we will be able 
to formalise a theoretical framework of creative AI, based on collaborative and experiential grounding, 
applying innovative open science methods, participatory design and embodied AI technologies. 

 



Sonification is a method of bringing the unknown into the perceivable (Vickers 2013, Kramer et al. 
1999). Today it is used in data analytics and real-time understanding of complex data (such as stock 
markets or complex factories) (Hermann et al. 2011). Haptic interfaces in sonification exist, e.g. for 
data representation (Vickers 2006), to aid spatial awareness of the blind (Yu et al. 2013) or as medical 
alarms for health practitioners (Kendall et al. 2018). INTENT will contribute to data display research by 
adding AI to haptic technologies (Kristjansson et al. 2016) for exploring data. We will collaborate with 
the ACUTE (ACoUstics and Tactile Engineering) lab at the University of Iceland, applying their 
vibrotactile body-belt technology (Johannesson et al. 2016), in developing a “data suit” as part of our 
instruments for data navigation. Big data models can thus be explored with the multidimensional 
parameter spaces of our intelligent instruments (Tubb & Dixon 2014) and the representation of the 
data is audiovisual and haptic (sound, VR, AR, vibrotactile suit). 

Beyond the state-of-the-art: In potential experiments we might develop the use of haptic intelligent 
instruments in knowledge production: a) Literature: How do intelligent instruments aid in 
understanding stylistic changes in literary work?. The digital humanities work of literature and data 
has already started, but our role is to bring haptic sonification interfaces for their exploration. b) 
Physics: We will apply our sonic interfaces for exploration of data with CERN scientists. Through an 
existing Arts@CERN invitation (see Methodology) we will team up with physicists who seek alternative 
data representation. c) Musicology: We develop a digital humanities method for musicological analysis 
of performance, analysing data streams from instruments and performers from various sensors (e.g. 
motion and biosignal). 

 
4.2.3. Work Package 3 - Instruments of Knowledge  
 
Aim: To establish tactile intelligent instruments as instruments for scientific research. 
 
In the third work package we seek to re-establish the use of musical instruments as scientific 
instruments. In answering Q3, we will answer: a) how intelligent sonic instruments can aid knowledge 
production, particularly in the digital humanities; b) how sonification can aid musicological research; 
and c) philosophical questions arising from the use tools with creative agency and intelligence. Using 
work from previous work packages, we apply intelligent instruments to the analysis, classification and 
representation of complex data. This includes the study of large datasets (such as environmental data) 
and multidimensional signals (such as sensor data and sound from a musical instrument) through 
sonification that can be navigated with instruments. Data will be displayed through sonic, haptic and 
virtual reality modalities. We seek to demonstrate how haptic intelligent instruments can deepen 
understanding of data. The high aspiration of this work package is addressed in Task 3: developing a 
comprehensive theory of agency in intelligent instruments and creative AI. WP3 self-reflects upon the 
whole project from a philosophical standpoint contributing with the novel theory of AI-poiesis. 
 
WP3 starts in month 25 and lasts for 36 months (M25 to M60). We will collaborate with digital 
humanities scholars, information scientists, cognitive scientists and philosophers of technology 
focusing on ethics. We will produce research that reflects on the impact of the whole project and 
develop further my CIP methodology in the context of Schwab’s articulation of “experimental systems” 
in artistic research (Schwab 2014). Schwab is an advisor on this work package and, as the editor of the 
Journal of Artistic Research (www.jar-online.net), he has invited us to guest-edit a peer reviewed issue 
in the journal on creative AI and artistic research methods. 
 
Any further information about the post can be provided by the PI – thor.magnusson@lhi.is  
 


